Minutes

Academic Matters Council

Linda Shea, Chair

Wednesday, November 4, 2015

Attendees: Carol Barr, Sharon Dormier, Laura Francis, Jennifer Heuer, Patrick Kelly, John Lenzi, Meredith Lind, Clare Lamontagne, Ruthanne Paradise, Pamela Marsh-Williams, Lucas Patenaude, Linda Shea, Kelly Smiaroski, Kregg Strehorn, Tom Weston, & Jack Wileden

APPROVE MINUTES for October 21, 2015

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW BUSINESS

Welcome new member John Hagen, Aerospace Studies

OLD BUSINESS

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS:

COURSE (Tom Weston)

*Further research and clarification needed for all foreign language courses below.* These courses are existing courses that are Independent studies. Concerns regarding rubric, complex grading (done by outside grader), will they be taught at other campuses or just Umass Amherst, submitter of courses works at Five Colleges (not Umass), student enrollment, and some courses taught here have similar name (could be confusing). As of now, HFA will not accept as foreign language requirement.

*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Afrikaans I-IV (1314-1317) *(all 1.5 credits)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Amharic I-IV (1319-1322)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Bulgarian I-IV (1323-1326)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Filipino I-IV (1332-1335)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Georgian I-IV (1336-1339)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Haitian Creole I-IV (1340-1343)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Malay I-IV (1344-1347)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Romanian I-IV (1348-1351)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Twi I-IV (1352-1355)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Vietnamese I-IV (1356-1359)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Wolof I-IV (1360-1363)*
*ForLang 111x, 112x, 121x, 122x: Zulu I-IV (1364-1367)*

Anthropology 344: Italy: Fascism to Fashion (#2015) (4 credits)
German 367: Women and Filmmaking (#1267) (4 credits)

APPROVED

PROGRAM (Patrick Kelly)

POLICY (Pamela Marsh-Williams)

NEXT MEETING: Wednesday, November 18, 2015 @ 12:15 pm in the Campus Center 804-808